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teaching for social justice (see also Equity and English: Constructing a Just Future [July theme])
Cultivating Civic Literacy through Positive Classroom Climate (Lingua Anglia: Bridging Language and Learners). January 116–18
Libratory Grief: The One Truly Serious Pedagogical Problem. November 66–71
Poem Writes Teacher (Speaking Truth to Power). September 89–91
Promoting Social Justice: Rehearsing Discussion Leadership in a Young Adult Literature Course (Under Discussion: Teaching Speaking and Listening). May 87–90
Questioning Reform in Clinical Sites: Preserve Teachers as Emerging Advocates (Speaking Truth to Power). May 83–86
Remembering “Who Counts” in English Education (Speaking Truth to Power). March 85–88
Revisiting Lou LaBrant’s We Teach English (1951): Debating Whole-Class Novel Instruction, and More (Speaking Truth to Power). November 88–90
Speaking Truth to Power. September 89–91; November 88–90; January 119–22; March 85–88; May 83–86; July 119–21
Teaching Night: Humanizing the Story of the Holocaust. November 59–65
To Correct or Not Correct: Confronting Decisions about African American Students’ Use of Language Varieties in the English Classroom. Tanji Reed Marshall. May 51–56
technology
"Can we blog about this?": Amplifying Student Voice in Secondary Language Arts. January 12–18
Erase the Space: Short Distance Writing Exchanges and Public Discourse in the High School English Classroom. May 27–32
Exploring Capital Punishment with One-to-One Technology (Continuous Becoming: Moving toward Mastery). November 75–77
Promoting Student-Centered Discussion with Digital Tools and Infographics (Under Discussion: Teaching Speaking and Listening). January 123–26
“The first essay I’d like to show you . . .”: 1:1 DV for Writing Assessment and Reflection. David Narter. January 106–09
visual literacy
“A Perfect Fit for Our Era”: Using New Yorker Covers to Generate Curiosity (and Successful) Unit Studying Death, The. November 53–58
Associate Mourning: Learning to Lose through Literature. November 47–52
Dealing with and Writing about Death. November 35–40
Emotion, Reason, and Argument: Teaching Persuasive Writing in Tense Times (Speaking My Mind). May 98–101
Associative Mourning: Learning to Lose through Literature. November 47–52
Dealing with and Writing about Death. November 35–40
Emotion, Reason, and Argument: Teaching Persuasive Writing in Tense Times (Speaking My Mind). May 98–101
Erase the Space: Short Distance Writing Exchanges and Public Discourse in the High School English Classroom. May 27–32
Feeding the Soul and Heeding the Echo: Building Education Leaders Inside and Out. March 67–73
“Give Sorrow Words”: A Lesson Learned. November 19–24
Global Leaders’ Views on the Teaching of Writing. March 59–63
In Praise of the Unfinished. May 60–63
Subject Index
English Journal
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Intervention Change-Up, An: Investing in Teacher Expertise to Transform Student Learning. March 26–32
Learning and Writing What Matters. May 57–59
One Teacher’s Experiences: Responding to Death through Language. November 41–46
Promoting Equity and Justice through Text Choices, Questions, and Ways of Writing (Disabling Assumptions). July 129–32
Shame in the Writing Classroom (Speaking My Mind). January 130–32
Teaching and Learning Argumentative Writing in High School English Language Arts: Classrooms (Book Reviews). May 72–73
Writing toward Democracy: Scaffolding Civic Engagement with Historically Marginalized Students. E. Suzanne Ehs and Lewis Casley. July 38–42

Writing Is Power: Helping Students Craft Their Wor(l)ds (January theme)
Attending to Class Discussions to Support Argumentative Writing (High School Matters). January 9–11
Breaking the Thin Glass: Alternative-Genre Responses to Standardized Writing Tests. January 100–05
“But in the end, you are all beautiful”: Exploring Gender through Digital Composition. January 39–46
“Can we blog about this?”: Amplifying Student Voice in Secondary Language Arts. January 12–18
Comics, Collage, and Other Things with Crayons: The Power of Composing with Image. January 54–61
Emphasizing the Sensuous: Writing for a Richer Life. January 26–31
From the Guest Editors. January 7–8
Maximizing the Heuristic Potential of the Enthymeme. January 75–80
Square Cucumber, The: Restoring Student Autonomy and Confidence. January 87–92
Teaching Revision as an Act of Voice and Agency. Christopher Mazura, Jacqueline Rapant, and Mary Sawyer. January 81–86
“The first essay I’d like to show you . . .”: 1:1 DV for Writing Assessment and Reflection. David Narter. January 126–09
young adult literature (see also Multicultural and Multivoiced Stories for Adolescents [September theme])
#BlackLivesMatter: When Real Life and YA Fiction Converge (Carpe Librum: Seize the [YA] Book). May 92–95
“But in the end, you are all beautiful”: Exploring Gender through Digital Composition. January 39–46
Carpe Librum: Seize the (YA) Book. September 83–85; November 81–84; March 81–84; May 80–82; May 92–95; July 116–18
Creating an Understanding of an Unfamiliar Culture (Islam) through Young Adult Literature. July 31–37
Hope = You: Encouraging the Next Generation of Leaders and Teachers (High School Matters). September 10–12
Intersectional Identities from the Margins (Carpe Librum: Seize the [YA] Book). May 80–82
Levitating through Language: Telling the Tales about Adolescents and Families (Book Reviews). Ken Lindblom. September 78–79
Writing against the Grain: Reshaping the Meaning of Excellence in Children’s Literature Awards (Carpe Librum: Seize the [YA] Book). November 81–84
Writing toward Democracy: Scaffolding Civic Engagement with Historically Marginalized Students. E. Suzanne Ehs and Lewis Casley. July 38–42

Subject Index
Understanding Language
Supporting ELL Students in Responsive ELA Classrooms

Melinda J. McBee Orzulak

Engaging with critical questions such as What counts as language? and How can I know when a student is struggling with language?, Melinda J. McBee Orzulak explores how mainstream ELA teachers might begin to understand language in new ways to benefit both English language learner and non-ELL students learning in the same classroom. Offering supportive teaching resources and ways to notice and understand the strengths of ELL students, McBee Orzulak outlines strategies for respectful and rigorous instruction for all students as we consider our own cultural and linguistic expectations. She also addresses responses to common curricular challenges such as (1) structuring positive environments for students as both learners and adolescents; (2) providing a language focus in our teaching; and (3) assessing the range of literacies our ELL students possess.

Understanding Language provides a series of entry points into the NCTE Position Paper on the Role of English Teachers in Educating English Language Learners (ELLs), focusing in particular on knowing and teaching all of our students—monolingual, bilingual, and multilingual—both language and content.

You’ll find a lot to love and a lot to learn in this recently published title.

The Incarceration of Japanese Americans in the 1940s

LITERATURE FOR THE HIGH SCHOOL CLASSROOM

Rachel Endo

The latest volume in the NCTE High School Literature Series offers new ways to talk and teach about the incarceration of Japanese Americans in the United States during World War II through the selected works of three critically acclaimed Japanese American authors: Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston’s memoir *Farewell to Manzanar*, along with its film version; a sampling of Lawson Fusao Inada’s poetry; and a selection of Hisaye Yamamoto’s short stories. All three authors were children or young adults during World War II, and their texts powerfully speak to how being racially profiled, forcibly removed from their homes, and then detained in racially segregated concentration camps for nearly three years forever changed their lives.

This volume features author biographies, guiding questions, resources for teachers, and student-centered activities that incorporate digital literacy. Assignments and discussion questions that appeal to multiple learning styles are included. With several student work samples as models, each chapter includes practical ideas for the classroom, including connecting common themes in Japanese American literature about World War II to contemporary social issues such as civil rights, identity, immigration reform, and race relations.

Stock No. 22983
$13.95 member/$18.95 nonmember

eStock No. 23003
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Grades 9–12.
You'll find a lot to love and a lot to learn in this recently published title.

Writing across Culture and Language
Inclusive Strategies for Working with ELL Writers in the ELA Classroom
Christina Ortmeier-Hooper

In *Writing across Culture and Language*, Christina Ortmeier-Hooper challenges deficit models of ELL and multilingual writers and offers techniques to help teachers identify their students’ strengths and develop inclusive research-based writing practices that are helpful to all students. Her approach, aligned with specific writing instruction recommendations outlined in the *NCTE Position Paper on the Role of English Teachers in Educating English Language Learners* (ELLs), connects theory to classroom application, with a focus on writing instruction, response, and assessment for ELL and multilingual students. Through rich examples of these writers and their writing practices, along with “best practices” input from classroom teachers, this book provides accessible explanations of second language writing theory and pedagogy in teacher-friendly language, concrete suggestions for the classroom, guiding questions to support discussion, and an annotated list of resources.
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